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Behr all in one wood cleaner directions

A woman's work is never done. Or does a cowboy ever finish? In any case... - I'm pretty sure I'm never done. As happy as J and I was with the backyard when summer came to a close last year, there was always more work to be done! And as the snow melted, the incredibly overlooked deck boasted us. Yup. there he is
. Beautifully worn, colorless, and very dirty. I hadn't previously set my sights on refining or restoring the deck because, quite frankly, the last few summers have been spent making sheds, gardens, and benches, and pouring concrete pads! But as we entered our Summer 3 home, I started to think it's time for updates. J
and I went back and forth to discuss whether or not we simply cleaned the deck and let it go, or cleaned and stained the deck so that it stood out more of a focal point in our ever-evolving backyard. After talking to David, our local home warehouse sales associate, we determined it would be in our best interest to stain the
deck using transparent, weather-proof stains. So two weekends ago, when the forecast called for two consecutive days of sun, we began our mission to tarnish our deck. It's worth noting, as I did in my naivety, really thought I could clean and spot this deck in 4 hours. It certainly isn't. The project, from start to finish, took
me closer to 12 hours... So just get ready and assign the right amount of time! Deck Cleaning \\ In our research we encountered a few different types of recommendations when it comes to correctly coloring the deck. Some articles suggest it's not a good idea to wash the deck before coloring... Others said pressure
washing should be. In order to make sure we got it right, a helpful colleague in the paint section at the home depot told us how to get the job done! He suggested using the premium line for cleansers and stains when we had our supplies in hand, we were ready to start step 1 // wet surface it's important that you're
working with a continuously wet surface when you're using everyone in the same wood cleaner. Make sure all your wooden surface is nice and wet! Step 2 // Apply all-in-one wood cleaner while the deck is still wet, applying all-in-one deck cleaner using spray pump. We did this handy one last year and it worked wonders
to use the cleaning solution. Let it wet for 10-15 minutes if the deck starts to dry out, spray with more water. Step 3 // Scrub! Using a stiff bristle brush, scrub the wood surface (if anywhere you're using a hand brush I suggest wearing latex gloves). The cleaner will start to foam a little as all gunky build up starts to loosen.
No more surprises than me at this point. I just couldn't believe all the construction that this cleaner is destroying! Continue to to clean up the whole wooden area . Again during this process you do not want the deck to dry. If needed, spray with more water to finish. Step 4 // Wash using a good ol' garden hose, to wash the
entire deck. You can use a pressure washer, but it is recommended to use the lowest adjustment, as high pressure may damage the wood. It may take a few minutes for the clear water to run out as the whole solution is washed. Step 5 // Let it dry... And Marvel away! You won't notice too much of the difference until your
deck is almost dry... And what's the difference? Cleaner will definitely restore a lot of natural color forests while removing all gunk &amp; grime! I was tempted to start painting it shortly after it looked dry, but Jay told me to wait a few hours... Just 2 hours into the project and I'm now anxious to have it finished! Deck
coloring \\The process of cleaning your deck will work for almost any new or existing structure, however we learned quickly when talking to a fellow warehouse house selling that new, pressure-treating wood can't be stained. In fact, it is suggested that you let the pressure stick age treatment for at least one season before
using the stain. That said, the steps below for deck coloring will work for decks, fences, or any other wooden structure that is more than 1 year old. Step 1 // First vertical blob if your deck has fences, posts, or anything that is vertical, it is best to get this coloring first. That means transferring your body to the most likely
position it's never been in before. You have to lift everyone in those tight corners and finicky points. The unofficial step 2 // a support system after step 1 you may be ready to pack it in. Your neck hurts, your legs burn and your hand is lingering. It is better if you have someone there to keep you company and your support
system... Even if he sleeps through a lot of work! Step 2 // Next horizontal blob you want to spot all horizontal areas. Be sure you start in a farthest area of your departure; This way you don't paint yourself in. Using high quality rollers, pad applicators, or sprayers, apply stains in even fashion. To be honest, I started using
rollers, but I quickly found that a lot of my boards bowed... So while plenty of stains were applied to the edges, nothing made it to the middle. Thank God for my handy color brush! If you find a deck where the boards are tightly pressed against each other you will leave it in your favor to use the brush to apply a stain in
between. If you take this extra step you'll be able to see a much lighter wood under the eye through when the deck is viewed at an angle. Step 3 // Let it dry... And Marvel away! Ensuring the deck has enough time to dry out before being exposed to rain is the hardest part. i mean May in Canada... It could snow tomorrow!
Lucky for us the deck had a full 24+ hours to dry before being exposed to rain. We also wait a full 72 hours for the stain to heal before walking on it. Seeing the completed project makes 12+ hours croyling, kneeling, lying down, standing on studded legs and cramping the major hand were all worth it! I couldn't actually be
happier! And now we're ready for our next big backyard project... That will unfold in a few short weeks! Project Failure \\ For those of you who are interested in parsing the material of this project, you can find everything listed below. The amount of products may vary for you, depending on the size of your deck looking to
inspire #HDBlogSquad project? Check out other talented bloggers who are part of the squad: Disclosure: I was presented with a gift card from the home depot in order to buy supplies to complete this HDBlogSquad project. Author topic: Behr All-In-One Wood Cleaner (read: 15965 times) 0 members and 1 guest are
viewing the topic. Exterior Wood &amp; Composites, Decks, Siding, Shakes, Shingles, Fences &amp; Patio Furniture, Vinyl &amp; Aluminum Siding, Masonry, Stucco and Concrete. Removes exterior spots caused by mold, mild, algae &amp; fungus. Removes homemade spots such as BBQ sauce, ketchup, wine, etc.
Neutralizes the surface of the wood after stripping. Return the wood to its natural color. Empty space if empty. PreparationBlank space if empty. The following steps and products are recommended for best results. Be sure to have a source for water, hose with broomsticks or stunning and stiff brushes. Wear protective
clothing, glasses, acid-resistant gloves. Always use BEHR PREMIUM® NO. 63-N All-In-One Wood Cleaner after application of BEHR PREMIUM® NO. 64 Wood Stain &amp; Finish Stripper. Prevent all washing solution from entering the storm drain. ApplicationBlank space if it is empty. It should apply between 40-90°F
(4.5-32°C). Shake well before use. Perform a small test patch in a blunt area to ensure product performance. Be sure that the plastic mixing container is large enough to hold up to 2 gallons of dilute solution. Don't mix in a metal container dilute 1 part of the product with 1 part tap water (1:1 dilute) in a clean plastic
container. To remove rust, bleeding tannins, red clay spots and for very hard to clean weather wood surfaces, use the product at full strength. Wet surfaces with water before cleaning. Apply a liberal solution with pump sprayers, brushes, mop or rollers. Keep the surface completely moisturizing with the solution for 10-15
minutes. The scrub surface uses a stiff bristle broom or brush. The solution will foam. After scrubbing, rinse thoroughly with water at normal pressure, or use pressure washing in low environment (500-1200 psi). Do not use high pressure as this may damage wood. Surfaces other than wood may be dull if not washing off
Dispose of Blank space if empty. Biodegradable. Dispose of all the buried donkeys properly. For proper recycling or disposal of paint in your community, contact your family who refuses to collect services. Read the application instructions for one year from the date of purchase, the company's process warrants to the
original consumer purchaser, (1) that the product meets the process of the company's production specifications, and (2) the performance of this product when applied according to the label instructions and specifications. If this product is not performed as specified on the label within one year from the date of purchase,
the company will not perform the process, in its option and after providing proof of purchase (original receipt), either furnished the equivalent amount of the new product or refunding the original purchase price of this product to you. This Warranty (1) excludes the workforce and labor costs for the request or removal of any
product, and (2) any accidental damages or consequently, whether on the basis of warranty violations expressed or implied, negligent, strict liability or any other legal theory. Some states do not allow exits or restrictions on accidental or consequential damages, so the above restriction or exclusion may apply to you. To
the extent permitted by applicable law, any implied warranties including implied warranties of commerciality and fitness for a particular purpose are limited to the duration of this express warranty.  Some states do not allow restrictions on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above restriction may not apply to you.
This warranty gives you certain legal rights and may have other rights that vary from state to state. Attention to New Jersey residents: The provisions of this warranty, including its limitations, are intended to apply to the full extent permitted by New Jersey state laws. To obtain a warranty service, call 0133-854-800-1. The
process company has the right to inspect any and all application of the product before processing its claims made under this warranty. Read warranty information
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